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DEM 4 & DEM 6 L-BAR SEALER

Convenient scrap drop and collection area for trimmed �lm, which reduces
clean-up time

The DEM 4 and DEM 6 L-Bar Sealers are heavy-duty sealing systems designed 
for 24/7 use. The DEM L-bar sealer can be used with a wide range of �lms due to its
precise temperature control. The robust design provides for greater productivity 
and maximum machine availability.

 

The DEM seal system minimizes maintenance and eliminates the need for a hot 

 knife seal bar with a unique seal wire temperature control system that ensures 
consistent, strong seals. The DEM L-Bar sealers have a  dedicated, custom designed  
microprocessor control to ensure consistent seals.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Specially designed temperature controlled seal system provides strong, repeatable 

  


seals, increasing the life of the seal wire compared to traditional systems
Designed for 24/7 use and requires minimal maintenance

 



 



  



Heavy duty magnetic hold down for consistent seal pressure

 


Easy-to-use operator controls for fast and easy set-up

 


Quick height adjustment feature facilitates centering of the seal on the product

 



 



  



DEM 4 & DEM 6 L-BAR SEALER
SHRINK PACKAGING 

EQUIPMENT

Dwell control provides additional �exibility for utilizing a wide range of �lms

Adjustable unitized package tray and �lm cradle with pinwheel perforator
Film cradle can accommodate up to a 24” wide roll of �lm on the DEM 4 and
up to a 32” wide roll of �lm on the DEM 6
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DEM 4 

DEM 6

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES
Variable speed power take-away conveyor
Blower table for assisting product loading





Machine tray with rollers for heavy products
Handicap accessible version
Automatic pace operation using pneumatic 
or motorized seal arm (DEM 6 only)
Large jaw opening (DEM 6 only)
Scrap take-up reel (DEM 6 only)
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Motorized �lm unwind
Motorized �lm unwind with inverting head
Double �lm cradle

SPECS DEM 4 DEM 6
L-Bar Seal Area 18.5”W x 21.5”L 

(470mm x 553mm)
27.5”W x 33” L 
(698mm x  838mm)

Maximum Film Width 24” wide (609mm) 32” wide (813mm)

Machine Dimensions 23.5”L x27.5”W x 36.5”H 60”L x 36”W x 36”H

Weight 435 lbs 550 lbs

Electrical Requirements 220V, 1 Phase, 50/60Hz 220V, 1 Phase, 50/60Hz

Easy to access �lm cradleTemp controlled seal systemUser friendly controls


